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Simplicity

SAVI 3 combines next-generation AV over IP 
control with innovative features and cost-saving 
tools to deliver stunning video, immersive audio, 
integrated lighting, and incredible customer 
experiences for a fraction of the time and cost.  

As consumer expectations rapidly evolve and become 
increasingly digitally focused, businesses must 
differentiate their brand and leverage new tools to 
streamline operations, engage customers, and drive 
repeat visits. In the past, leveraging new technology 
often meant investing in complicated and cumbersome 
solutions with ridiculous pricing structures and 
disappointing returns. Until now. 
Say hello to simplicity. Say hello to SAVI 3. 

SAVI 3 is the only commercial AV control, automation, 
and management solution purpose-built to dramatically 
streamline and simplify the experience of business 
owners and their employees. SAVI’s powerful hardware 
line, intuitive user interface, and suite of built-in, 
cutting-edge features means businesses can now 
invest in digital transformations and high-impact 
experiences without cost, complexity, or complication.  

Invest in Innovation, 
Not Complication

Simplified Commercial AV
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One-time activation fee

$0
Included with Annual Support & 

Maintenance

$0
Included with every SAVI system

$0
All features, including control, 

come standard

Activation fee + monthly 
recurring charges

$2000
Average fee to add Guide & Data

$75/display/month
Required for every display

$11,000 + add-on fees
Required for control and all 
additional software features

$0
No additional hardware 
required with LG webOS

$0
No annual licenses required

$0
Included free for all displays

$0
Free for first year

$800/display + $1000/year
Hardware required for every display + 

recurring security licensing

$500+/year
Substantial license fees required

$350/box + $175/display/month
Required for every display

$14,000/year
Average annual cost for 

mid-size sports bar

58% Average Savings

Other Solutions*

Video Decoder

Upfront Costs

TV Guide & Data

Annual Licenses

Software Features

Signage Capabilities

Content Management

Support & 
Maintenance

*Pricing averaged from leading comparable solutions, 
based on mid-size bar system with 65 screens.

When you purchase SAVI you own it!

At SAVI, we don't nickel and dime you 
for every feature, function, or capability. 
Enjoy simple and scalable pricing with 
no hidden fees or ridiculous and complex 
licensing structures.

One-time
Activation Fee

Keep Your Nickels
and Dimes

Signage & CMS Included
Custom content distribution and 
media storage come standard in 
every SAVI 3 system.

Remote Serviceability
Manage displays from anywhere 
and eliminate onsite service calls. 

Support & Maintenance Included
Your first year of support and 
maintenance is free.

Cut Programming Costs 
SAVI 3 requires zero coding to 
program.

No Reccurring Subscriptions
Only pay a one-time activation fee 
per display.

Less Hardware
Unlike other AV platforms, SAVI 3 
doesn’t require you to buy a 
decoder for every single display.

The Right Tech,
Right in Budget

Reduce Costs, Increase ROI

Simple and scalable, SAVI delivers ground-
breaking features, without breaking the 
bank. Here’s how you save with SAVI:



Simplicity

Automate tedious tasks like opening or 
closing an entire venue with a single tap.

AV over IP 
Unlimited scalability and 
unsurpassed performance 
with over a decade of 
proven reliability.

Advanced Distribution
Custom content delivery 
and management 
without the expense of a 
digital signage platform.
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No Training
So simple to use, 
virtually no training is 
required. 

Intuitive & Modern
Sleek, approachable, 
and ultra-responsive, 
it’s the first UI designed 
with you in mind.

BYOD
Accessible from any 
web-enabled device with 
no apps or dedicated 
keypads to buy.

Cost Effective
Saves time and money 
by removing points of 
failure, unnecessary 
hardware, and 
complicated platforms.

With modern design treatments and host of built-in 
features, SAVI 3 revolutionizes the way you control, 
manage, and automate your business by providing 
superior functionality and intuitive control across a 
wide range of devices. SAVI 3 is so consistent and 
user-friendly, it takes only minutes to master, and 
controlling one device is just as easy controlling 
thousands. Advanced content distribution, custom 
automation, and full-system management are a simple 
tap, click, or swipe away. 

Intuitive Control. 
Simplified Automation. 
Streamlined Management.

You’re in Control

User Rights 
Assign individual access 
to rooms, zones, levels, 
devices, and more.

Feature Rich
Map View, Game View, 
Macros, Scheduler, and 
more come standard.



Simplicity

Instantly engage customers when their 
favorite team scores with a ‘Touchdown 
Scene’ – an orchestration of seamlessly 
blended lighting, music, and video.
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Create a crafted customer experience with a single 
touch, tap, or swipe. Blending seamlessly into daily 
operations, Facility View provides you with quick and 
intuitive access, control, and management of all  
displays, audio zones, lighting, and more.

One Touch is All 
it Takes

Facility View

Previewer
View a live feed of 
what’s playing to verify 
channel changes before 
you make them, even if 
the display is on the 
other side of the venue.

Now Playing
Two-way feedback 
provides the current 
program, channel name, 
and channel number, 
enabling a global view 
of all displays.

Macros
Condense any complex, 
multi-step task into a 
single tap, like opening 
an entire venue or 
triggering light shows 
and graphics for events.

Real-Time Guide & 
Scheduler 
Schedule content up to 
4 days in advance, 
eliminate remotes, and 
never interrupt the 
guest experience. 

Optimized Search
Instantly find devices, 
even when you don’t know 
the name or location.



Choose Your View 
Choose to display two-way 
feedback and meta-data for 
selected endpoints including 
source, channel, program, or 
device name.

Fast Filter & Search 
Control your entire system or 
search and filter endpoints by 
audio, video, lighting, sources, 
and macros.

Simplicity

Use Map View in several creative ways, 
like visualizing your video wall layouts.

Quick Find 
The dynamic “@” feature 
pinpoints exactly where sources 
are distributed, and the 
adjustable SAVI Preview shows 
exactly what’s playing.

Nested Organization 
Clean, modern, and ultra-
responsive, maps can be nested 
and organized by location, room, 
level, or zone.

Advanced Control 
Multi-select and multi-edit 
provide control of volume, 
lighting, source settings and 
more, directly in Map View.

Turn-Key 
Your AV dealer simply uploads your floor plan then 
adds and edits endpoints already in the system to 
seamlessly create full-scale maps in seconds. 

Map View is a turn-key feature delivering a holistic and 
nested bird’s eye view of your entire AV system. 
Perfect for a neighborhood bar or a professional sports 
stadium with thousands of end points, it’s never been 
easier to create, edit, control, and manage your AV with 
this visually intuitive, built-in tool.

Put Your Business 
on the Map

Map View

SAVI Solutions10



Simplicity

Schedule high traffic game days in 
advance so you never miss a play or a 
customer request again.
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Now Playing includes 
Game View for quick 
recognition and selection.

Schedule games up to 4 
days in advance.

Search by team or filter 
by sport to see all 
upcoming athletic 
events at once.

Visually Informative 
schedule complete with 
team logos, colors, and 
program data.

Say goodbye to digging through channel line ups and 
googling game times. Game View aggregates current 
and future sporting event data into a simple and 
elegant view, making it easy and fun to fulfill any fan’s 
fantasy, any time. 

A Game-Changer 
Come Game Time

Game View



Simplicity

Find comfort in knowing exactly what’s 
playing on all displays, even when you're 
not there.

• Software & Firmware Updates
• Temperatures
• Uptime
• Warranty Information
• MAC Addresses
• Serial Numbers
• Screen Scraped Content
• Dates Added

Canvas Dashboard Includes:

Auto-Detect and Linking Capabilities 
Radically simplify troubleshooting and 
service calls while avoiding downtime.  

With at-a-glance status of all displays, the Canvas 
Dashboard provides easy remote management, 
support, and troubleshooting. Manage and monitor 
health, see exactly what’s playing on each display, or 
pull MAC addresses and warranty information, 
anywhere, anytime. 

Remote Asset
Management 

Canvas Dashboard
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Simplicity

Using the L-layout, play the big game, 
promote ‘Happy Hour’ specials, and 
generate profit with sold ad space.

Make Any Display
Your Canvas

SAVI Canvas

Illustrative Organization
Previews and filters simplify 
navigation for fast content 
deployment on any 
web-enabled device. 

Custom Layouts 
Divide the display to show 
multiple sources on a single 
screen, including iFrames, live 
TV, video, custom graphics 
and more.

No Box Behind the Display 
Eliminate unnecessary 
equipment, reduce points 
of failure, and distribute 
video to 1000s of devices 
with no decoder required.

Deliver high-impact visual experiences by leveraging 
the power and profitability of your displays with SAVI 
Canvas. SAVI Canvas enables advanced content 
distribution, control, and management with built-in 
features for video walls, tiling, multi-cast, source 
switching, digital signage, and more – all without the 
added expense of a digital signage platform.

Compatible with



Simplicity

Delight your customers with that 
extra personal touch – upload their 
engagement, retirement, or celebration 
photos to SAVI Show, then create and 
deploy a slideshow in seconds.

Media Matching
Tap a desired layout region in 
Facility View and media with 
matching dimensions will display 
at the top. 

Auto-Recognize Ratios
SAVI Show removes the 
guesswork by recognizing and 
categorizing files based on aspect 
ratios fit for your Canvas Layouts.

Preview
View SAVI Show content 
thumbnails directly in the 
Facility View User Interface.

Auto Frame Fill
Eliminate the negative space 
around any content that doesn’t 
fit perfectly into a layout region.

SAVI Solutions16

Simplified at every step, from basic branded signage to 
custom ad layouts, SAVI Show puts content creation, 
distribution, and management into your hands. Storing 
assets like logos, menus, specials, slideshows, or ads, 
SAVI Show allows you to deliver personalized content 
to any display, any time – eliminating the need for a 
complicated and costly CMS.  

Your Content 
Manager

SAVI Show

Dedicated Media Database 
Accessible from any device with 
drag & drop or bulk upload 
functions – no subscriptions or 
licenses required.

Increase Revenue 
Enhance customer experiences 
by scheduling, deploying and 
automating custom content like 
daily specials or sold ad space.

Looping Slideshows 
Configure slideshows with 
settings for duration, interval, 
and transitions.



HDMI
Network (CAT5e/6)
Speaker Wire

From restaurants with 10 displays to stadiums with 
1000s of endpoints, the SAVI Server Pro is the heart of 
your system, delivering powerful and intelligent control, 
management, and automation.

Controllers
Whether it’s the STREAM.One or STREAM.One 4K, one 
product does it all, delivering next-generation video 
distribution with source syncing for a seamless and 
unified viewing experience.

Video Encoders

Cooling solutions, HVAC control, and integration 
with legacy, non-IP devices – SAVI’s robust ecosystem 
makes it easier than ever to streamline your AV. 

Accessories

With ICEpower amplification modules, SAVI Audio, featuring the DSP.One and 
the AMP.One, brings superior, HiFi quality sound and unmatched power to 
commercial businesses. Perfectly coupled with any Sonance speaker, SAVI 
Audio delivers rich audio experiences for a fraction of the time and cost.

Audio
Ushering in a new era of powerful and versatile lighting experiences, SAVI 
QoraLux simplifies commercial lighting with energy-efficient and cost-effective 
solutions. Offering a range of low- and high-voltage control devices and 
fixtures, QoraLux provides customized, reliable options for immersive and 
engaging lighting environments.

Lighting

19SAVI HardwareSAVI Hardware18

Brilliant Audio & Video
HiFi quality sound and advanced 
content distribution deliver flawless 
viewing and listening experiences.

Trusted System 
Over a decade of proven reliability 
to control 1000s of devices with 
power and rack space to spare.

Cost-Effective 
Eliminate unnecessary cabling, 
extra boxes, costly platforms, 
accessories, and licensing fees. 

Fully Integrated
The SAVI ecosystem offers extreme 
efficiency, flexibility, and interoperability 
with third-party devices.

Engineered to save business owners time and money, 
the SAVI Hardware line eliminates points of failure and 
streamlines your integration process. Get highly 
reliable, efficient, and powerful experiences with sleek, 
flexible, and scalable options. 

Seamless Integration, 
Powerful Experiences

SAVI Hardware

Video Sources

Network Switch

Audio Sources

70v/100v Speakers

LG webOS Display

SAVI Server Pro

SAVI STREAM.One

SAVI AMP.One

SAVI DSP.One



Proudly designed and assembled in the USA with 
superior craftsmanship, the SAVI Hardware line 
features cold rolled steel construction and a sleek, 
durable black powder coating. The SAVI ecosystem 
offers a comprehensive range of products, from 4K 
video and HiFi audio to low-voltage light fixtures and 
customizable control devices, all thoughtfully 
engineered for seamless integration and optimized to 
enhance any commercial experience. The complete 
SAVI Hardware line is available through your SAVI 3 
Certified Dealer.

Superior Quality 
and Durability

SAVI Hardware
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Certified Ecosystem Partners



a product of

QoraLux simplifies the lighting universe 
by providing a complete solution with 
cost-effective, low-voltage drivers 
and fixtures.

Low-Voltage
Drivers and Fixtures 

Precisely control your environment’s 
ambiance with a full-spectrum of 
customizable colors and a range of 
warm and cool whites.

Full-Spectrum 
Color Control 

QoraLux offers a full range of 
decora style switches, dimmers, and 
configurable keypads, for low- and 
high-voltage applications. 

Switches, Dimmers,
and Keypads  

A Wide Range of
Control Solutions

Versatile Hardware

Introducing
SAVI QoraLux Lighting

Discover Next-Gen Lighting



9x Cameras

1x SAVI Server Pro

45x Pendant Light

1x SAVI Connect

65x LG WebOS Displays

16x Sources

8x 8Ω Speaker

16x 70V Speaker

4x Point of Sale

1x SAVI AMP.One

3x SAVI Thermostat

4x SAVI KONA

1x SAVI DMA.One
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Enhance your brand identity and create an 
immersive atmosphere using SAVI Canvas. 
With built-in features for videos walls, tiling, 
ads, marketing, video, and more, content 
delivery, control, and management has 
never been easier.

Restaurants &
Bars

Elevate Your Brand

16x SAVI STREAM.One

Bars & Restaurants

Entertainment Venues

Stadiums & Arenas

Transportation

Hotels & Hospitality

Government/Military

Education

Retail Stores

Cultural/Event Centers

Corporate Offices Houses of Worship

Multi-Dwelling Units

Powerful Enough for 
Every Application

Market Solutions

SAVI 3 is the only simple solution in the AV 
market powerful enough for any 
application. Thousands of leading brands, 
businesses, and their customers have 
already experienced the power of SAVI 3 
and the future of AV – have you?



45x Cameras

60x Pendant Light

1x SAVI Server Pro

16x SAVI STREAM.One

1x SAVI Connect

76x LG WebOS Displays
(24) individual displays,
(4) 2x2 video walls, (4) 3x3 video walls

10x 8Ω Speaker
8 full range, 2 sub

42x 70V Speaker

16x Sources

4x Point of Sale

1x SAVI DSP.One

1x SAVI AMP.One

1x SAVI DMA.One

10x SAVI Thermostat

4x SAVI KONA

Inspire fitness gurus and gym novices with 
purpose-built rooms for spin classes, group 
sessions, weight training, and more by 
integrating audio, video, lighting, 
temperature control, and digital signage.

Gyms &
Fitness Centers

Transformative AV

65x Cameras

265x Pendant Light

28x SAVI STREAM.One

2x SAVI Server Pro

1x SAVI Connect

production server + backup server

105x LG WebOS Displays

27x 8Ω Speaker

24x Sources

100x 70V Speaker

12x Point of Sale

1x SAVI DSP.One

6x SAVI AMP.One

7x SAVI Kona

1x SAVI DMA.One

14x SAVI Thermostat
Create unforgettable experiences with a 
reliable system capable of controlling 1000s 
of devices.

Entertainment
Venues

Unforgettable Experiences
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24x SAVI STREAM.One

4x SAVI Server Pro 6x SAVI Kona

4x SAVI DSP.One

2x SAVI Connect I/O 35x SAVI DMA.One

20x High-Power 
Third-party amps

4x Video Wall Processor
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520x Cameras24x Sources

75x Point of Sale

200x Lighting Zones

1200x 70V Speaker

750x LG WebOS Displays 60x 8Ω Speaker

1x Pro:Idiom Server

4x Direct View Video Wall
Deliver multi-viewing, impactful AV 
experiences for professional sports games, 
concerts, and conventions by managing 
and distributing custom content to 1000s 
of devices from any web-enabled device.

Stadiums &
Arenas

Create Lifelong Fans



QORALUX

John Dorsey
Founder and CEO

With SAVI, business owners no longer have to 
compromise on time, cost, or quality. We’re committed 

to delivering next-gen AV experiences with ground-
breaking simplicity, so you can focus your energy where 

it's needed most: growing a thriving business.

2520 Marsh Ln. Carrollton, TX 75006(214) 785-6510 sales@savicontrols.com www.hellosavi.com© 2023 SAVI Controls, LLC

We spent the next decade listening; developing, testing, 
and evolving our platform with the goal to deliver a 
dramatically simplified, yet incredibly powerful solution. 
We wanted to empower businesses with the freedom 
and flexibility to create unforgettable experiences in a 
fraction of the time and cost. 

In 2020, we launched SAVI 3, the only highly 
sophisticated, cost-efficient commercial AV solution 
that’s simple enough to program in hours, intuitive 
enough to learn in seconds, and powerful enough for 
every application. 

With SAVI 3, we’ve revolutionized commercial AV.  
And we’re just getting started.  

As former commercial AV integrators, we spent years 
in the industry frustrated by the overly complicated 
and ridiculously expensive solutions on the market. 
We weren’t alone – business owners were growing 
tired of the time-consuming installs, endless points of 
failure, complex platforms, and premium prices for 
systems they didn’t know how to use.

That changed in 2011.

Driven by the belief that technology should make life 
easier, while recognizing the untapped potential AV 
had to drive profit for businesses, we started SAVI 
Controls: a customer-focused company with the 
mission to revolutionize the commercial AV industry 
by providing advanced and intuitive tools for everyone. 

Hello Simplicity.
About SAVI
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